Traffic Flow for Drop off and Pick up

Drop off for all students with last names A-L

Drop off Time: Between 7:40am and 8:00am.

Enter campus: From Warner Rd. at the middle entrance. Proceed west towards Shell station, loop through covered parking and form two lines on the North side of the school.

Drop off Place: On the North side of the school in two lanes. (For drop-off it does not matter which lane you are in.) In order to keep all students safe and help with the flow of traffic, please do not drop off any students until a teacher comes to your car and opens up the car door. Please do not let students off at the corner.

Exit Campus: On Warner Rd. through the middle entrance. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Drop Off for all students with last names M-Z

Drop off Time: Between 7:40am and 8:00am

Enter campus: From Alma School Road. Stay in the far right hand lane.

Drop off Place: Drop Chandler Prep students off first on the south side of the building at the Chandler Prep cafeteria. Proceed around the back of the building to the multi-purpose room and drop off Archway students.

Exit Campus: Off Warner Rd. from back. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Half- Day Kindergarten Pick- Up

Enter campus: From Warner Rd.

Pick up Time: 11:45am (Wednesday and other half-days students can be picked up at 12:30pm)

Pick up Place: On the North side of the school. Form one line with your card displayed on the dashboard. Students will be brought to your car. You may not park and come in to get your students.

Exit Campus: On Warner Rd. through the middle entrance. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Archway Students Only with no CPA Siblings Pick-Up

Last Name A-L
• Enter Campus: From Warner Rd.
• Pick up Time: 3:20pm (On half-days 12:30pm)
• Pick up Place: On the North side of the school in two lanes. Last names A-D should be in the line closest to the Parking Structure and last names E-L should be in the line closest to the school.
• Exit Campus: On Warner Rd. through the middle entrance. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Last Name M-Z
• Enter Campus: From Alma School Rd. Stay in the far right-hand lane.
• Pick up Time: 3:20pm (On half-days 12:30pm)
• Pick up Place: On the East side of the building around the back of the school in front of the multipurpose room doors. Please form two lines at the back of the school.
• Exit Campus: Off Warner Rd. from back. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Archway Students with CPA Siblings Pick-Up

Last Name A-L
• Enter Campus: From Warner Rd.
• Pick up Time: 3:35pm Please do not arrive before 3:35pm. You will be forced to leave the campus and come back at 3:35pm. (Wednesday at 12:30pm and other common half-days 12:40pm)
• Pick up Place: On the North side of the school in two lanes. Last names A-D should be in the line closest to the Parking Structure and last names E-L should be in the line closest to the school.
• Exit Campus: On Warner Rd. through the middle entrance. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.

Last Name M-Z
• Enter Campus: From Alma School Rd.
• Pick Up Time: 3:35pm Please do not arrive before 3:35pm. You will be forced to leave the campus and come back at 3:35pm. (Wednesday at 12:30pm and other common half-days 12:40pm)
• Pick up Place: On the East side of the building around the back of the school in front of the multipurpose room doors. Please form two lines at the back of the school.
• Exit Campus: Off Warner Rd. from back. Only RIGHT turns are permitted.